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1. Background           

1.1. Industrial pain point

Affiliate marketing is growing day by day because of its ease and simplicity. It is one of 

the easiest ways of earning online without much physical effort. There have been lots of 

advancements and progress in the business of affiliate marketing. Many software and 

companies have come to provide easy and safer ways of affiliate marketing. But still, there 

are many loopholes and shortcomings in the field of affiliate marketing that give rise to the 

scope of further improvements.

Several market indicators have revealed that affiliate marketing is expanding and growing 

by leaps. This is because it remains the most affordable and frugal technique for gener-

ating sales. Payments are only done when the actions have been executed successfully. 

Consequently, this technique is being increasingly adopted as the medium for increasing 

web traffic, selling more products and getting leads, etc. Advertiser contact the Affiliate Ad 

network for getting the desired action done, network passes the campaign to the efficient 

publishers, and the product is sold to the consumer leveraging the efforts of publishers. 

The process seems to be quite easy, feasible and straightforward for the advertisers. But 

in reality, the existing Affiliate Marketing ecosystem has considerable issues that can mar 

its operations and undermine the system’s overall implementation and effectiveness. These 

challenges are the main threats that will militate against the stakeholders’ attempt to take 

advantage of the huge potentials of affiliate marketing in the near future.

Fraud is the most prominent of these threats and is capable of causing huge loss for the 

advertisers, as they end up paying for leads or sales that are apparently unprofitable. For 

instance, a report published by Association of National Advertisers (ANA) has it nearly $7.2 

billion out of the $12 billion spent on digital ads in 2015 was lost to bot. This represents 

about 60% of the total world’s ad budget. In another report, Adage points outs that for every 

$3 spent on online ads, $1 goes directly to the fraudsters. Adloox estimated that firms could 

have waste up to $16.4 billion to fraudulent ads .  The main frauds that affect the global 

market include non-human traffic e.g. script running from a server, use of simple and so-

phisticated bots, and botnets. Additionally, the current system that powers the global Affili-

ate marketing lacks scalability, which explains why it is plagued by so many challenges
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and problems like: high affiliate network fees, tracking and attribution issues, slow payment 

transactions, lack of efficient communications, restriction on becoming a merchant and 

cookies spamming. With the current Affiliate Marketing ecosystem, it neither possible to 

eliminate the above stated issues nor make the system fraud-free.

When we talk about the online monetary transaction, blockchain technology can’t be ig-

nored nowadays. It is widely being used for various online business transactions. But this 

technology also proves the proverb “Nothing is perfect” true.

Blockchain technology is also untouched with the security issues. Blockchain has two main 

aspects. 1.) Blocks and, 2.)decentralized ledger. Blocks are records of transaction data. Data 

are stored in the form of blockchains in a peer to peer network. There is no central author-

ity by which the data and information are controlled, and so blockchain uses decentraliza-

tion technique. The more the blockchain is decentralized, the less vulnerable it is to foreign 

attacks. The proof of work (POW) based blockchains can be centralized these days that 

make it prone to many foreign security breach attacks. A malicious attack having more than 

51 % hash power of the network can attack the blockchain network and can lead to data 

and money loss. 

Scalability issue of blockchain is another cause for concern. To increase the scalability of 

the blockchain, the transactions are split up across multiple blockchains. This reduces the 

transactional demand on each blockchain. The reduced transactional demand means the re-

duced hash power of operating network, and hence it becomes easier for malicious attack-

ers to attack the blockchains.

The technique of sharding was brought to improve the efficiency and scalability issue of 

the transactions outside the scope of blockchains, but there are many issues related to 

it also. Sharding means the partition of data into smaller parts. Issues like cross-shard 

transactions further increase the scalability issues by causing “single shard take-over” 

which leads to the dominance of on shard thereby lowering the transactions.

1.2. Industry background

Affiliate marketing is growing each day both in terms of its usability and the transactional 

amount involved. According to a study by Forrester Consulting, affiliate marketing is growing 

at the rate of 10% per annum. Affiliate marketing now constitutes about 16 % of e-commerce 
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sales which is marginally more than email marketing, social commerce, and display adver-

tising as far as e-commerce transactions are concerned. The area of applicability and us-

ability of affiliate marketing has grown over the years and have become wider. Nowadays 

there are lots of affiliate network operating throughout the world which have helped many 

affiliate programs to be successful.

There are many factors of affiliate marketing that play the key role in the success of affili-

ate marketing. Those are –

1.2.1. Advertisers

Advertisers are mostly companies or brands that venture into affiliate marketing to seek 

popularity and increased accessibility of their products and services which ultimately in-

creases their sales and profits. 

1.2.2. Publishers

Publishers are generally individuals or firms that possess websites, blogs or other online 

media platforms where advertising can be carried out. The advertisers hire publishers to 

promote their products and services in exchange for some amount. These amounts are 

guided by a fixed term like cost-per-click arrangements where a publisher would be paid 

for each click on its add. The publishers control the content and readership of the adver-

tisement and mold it according to the needs of advertisers. They provide an online media 

to the advertisers.

In today’s era, affiliate marketing has become very much popular among the publishers. 

According to the reports of Business Insider, 15% of the revenues of publishers come from 

affiliate marketing. Hence there is no denying the fact that affiliate commissions have be-

come the fastest growing source of income for the publishers.

1.2.3. Network

Network acts as a platform or marketplace where advertisers get access to the services of 

publishers. Through the network, the advertisers and publishers can interact easily. It pro-

vides opportunities to the publishers as well as many options to the advertisers to choose 

the correct publishers for themselves. Some of the renowned companies in the field of 

affiliate marketing are Rakuten, CJ Affiliate, and ShareASale. There are lots of factors that
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advertisers consider while choosing an affiliate network for themselves. 

According to a survey of Forrester Consulting, a network’s corroboration and experience 

with their product categories and efficiency and ability to operate across the globe were 

among the top criteria advertisers used when selecting an affiliate network. The sec-

ond most important factor considered by the advertisers was the cost of advertising and 

publishing. As per another survey, the publishers reported that for them “how global the 

network was” proved to be a deciding factor. The “depth of tools the network provided for 

measurement and publishing,” and presence of competitors were also listed as deciding 

factors.

1.2.4. Industry Ecosystem

To figure out what an affiliate ecosystem looks like, we should have known each elements 

existing in the ecosystem. So, what is affiliate marketing? Well, it’s the practice of recom-

mending a companies products or services to potential customers, generating a sale and 

earning a commission in return.

The process of affiliate marketing generally involves four parties: the affiliate website, the 

affiliate network, the advertiser and the buyer. However, this is the fundamental and general 

ecosystem definition without traffic cheaters.

Figure 1. Affiliate Marketing EcoSystem
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2. Phenomenal Network aims and vision

The Phenomenal Network is the first affiliate blockchain-powered ecosystem designed 

explicitly for the affiliate industry. The inclusion of blockchain technology ensures the ob-

tainment of highly scalable, decentralized and secured systems, for absolute elimination of 

fraud in affiliate marketing. The design for the Phenomenal Network is based on the major 

advantages of the affiliate blockchain-powered ecosystem which include:The utilization of 

sharding to achieve million of transactions per second.

      . Enhanced security and scalability of the ecosystem.

      . Instant and accurate notification of both fraudulent and quality traffic

      . Secured and scalable AD network for all categories of affiliates

      . Simple and easy to register accounts for both merchant and affiliate marketers

      . Create a good and honest affiliate community based on the technology and environ-

ment that we are managing to create

      . Ensure that qualified marketers will get what they deserve fast and secured than ever 

with high satisfaction

      . Help affiliate to get more motivation by conducting Golden Affiliate Rewards

      . Make advertisers and affiliate network to feel secured and safe with Anti-Fraudulent 

Traffic Alert - AFTA and

      . Fast financial transaction
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Figure 2. Phenomenal Network System
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Phenomenal Network is a new decentralized peer to peer platform which aims to establish 

fastest transaction platform for new ICO start-ups and. ICO that are planning to create their 

own chains can also access the services of Phenomenal Network. Phenomenal Network 

aims to bring a revolution in the blockchain transactions technology by bringing new block 

concept whereby sharding technology would be used to achieve the pace to perform more 

than 2 million transactions without crashing or blocking the system. Phenomenal Network 

makes available the fastest peer to peer network. Phenomenal Network specialized block-

chain is based on Ethereum ERC20.
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Phenomenal Network is determined to make way for new ICOs where they would be able 

to carry on fast transactions between the platforms. Start-ups that qualify for the standards 

of Phenomenal Network will be assisted and allowed to join the Phenomenal Network 

ecosystem. Phenomenal Network’s fast transaction will be globally available to widespread 

its accessibility and usability. Start-ups all over the world will be able to use the Phenome-

nal Network fast transaction free of cost.

Phenomenal Network has designed a crypto-token that will be used by members within 

the Phenomenal Network platform. It will make possible the transactions on the decen-

tralized, fast, secure and safe transaction platform that will be accessible by the new ICO 

starts-up.

One of the objectives of the Phenomenal Network is to autonomize and speed up every 

transaction of the click and referral process in the affiliate marketing. This objective will be 

accomplished with the help of the Ethereumblockchain-based smart contracts. A prelimi-

nary investigation by tour team indicated that current Ethereum network lacks the potential 

to fulfill the planned high-performance requirement of the Phenomenal Network. This moti-

vated us to develop the Phenomenal Network ecosystem from the scratch so as to obtain 

the best possible solution for the Affiliate Marketing user case.

Additionally, there are three primary reasons that prompted us to develop the Phenomenal 

Network ecosystem from scratch. These are discussed as follows:

 . Costs: With current blockchain technologies, it is quite impossible to obtain our an-

ticipated performance of 2 million transactions per second in a cost-effective manner. This 

is probably the major reasons why other projects opt to conduct their affiliate outside the 

blockchain technology.

 . Customizability: Affiliate marketing is unique and quite different from other forms 

of digital marketing. For instance, the industry requires private settings for all participants. 

But this objective cannot be achieved completely without blockchain technology. Thus, Phe-

nomenal Network aims to proffer solutions to these challenges by integrating blockchain 

functionalities into the operations.

 . Stability: Current affiliate marketing has always been associated with third party 

operational risk. The Phenomenal Network is specially designed to eliminate this
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requirement, irrespective of the network’s size or proposition. Thus, the successful imple-

mentation of our blockchain ecosystem will help us to get rid of decision that is not in the 

user’s interest. Our block chain technology will also ensure lower cost of operation without 

compromising the quality of business operation.

Indeed, the implementation of our Phenomenal Network will help in the elimination of all 

the major problems that are currently confronting the affiliate marketing. Our solution can 

integrated into all levels of affiliate marketing including functionality, blockchain data struc-

tures, network protocols, and parameters, as well as the market’s functionality and storing 

of data. Multiple low-level optimizations are used in the development of core network 

layers. The network layers in the case include smart contract, network and storage types. 

In our case, the core network layers can be and will be developed with the evolution of 

the community protocol in mind.   In addition to other provision, we have to proffer some 

solutions.

First, we have to make efficient use of the binary storage medium that supports sophisti-

cated compression;

Secondly, we have to batch all the protocol’s layers;

Thirdly, we have to change network parameters. This can be achieved through the use of 

voting weighted by the stake. This primarily entails the minimization of forks so as to en-

sure natural evolving changes;

Using the sharding to achieve scalability at both the shard and network level;

Optimization of the data models with the help of the cryptographic algorithms;  

Encryption of the short-term volatile streaming data feeds for private data;

Incorporating all transaction process to the affiliate business logic; and

Ensure client nodes are affiliate-business aware and expose developer friendly API’s.
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3. Phenomenal Network Solutions

3.1. Proposed solutions

The Phenomenal Network proposition applies blockchain technology to Affiliate Marketing 

with the primary objective of making the network ecosystem more scalable, secure and 

highly profitable.For the first time ever, fraudsters and cheat will be prevented from joining 

CPI and CPA affiliate networks and especially it helps affiliate marketers and networkers to 

get payment faster than ever.  Phenomenal Network team will be releasing its own affiliate 

forum where all the networkers and affiliates are gathered for discussion and partnerships. 

This technology will exploit the huge potential that lies in the generation of large number of 

subcontracts through the blockchain’s smart contracts. It will link a subcontract to every sin-

gle individual click on the referral link on a Publisher website, thereby ensuring that every 

click is tracked individually in the system and is also genuine. This process will be powered 

by a novel and highly innovative sharding-based blockchain architecture that is specifical-

ly aimed at meeting the standard established by the global market. More importantly, the 

Phenomenal Network will eliminate the issue of fraudulent traffic and provide a novel and 

highly efficient ecosystem that can enable affiliate networks o determine when their affil-

iates are cheating on them. It will achieve this by introducing the best Affiliate Marketing 

Tracking Software Platforms for affiliate networkers. Current traditional tracking software 

platforms only offer a partially real-time reporting service for networkers with a friend-

ly and easy-to-use interface, their weakness is not create a platform including detecting 

fraudulent traffic. With blockchain-powered technology and optimization tools, Phenomenal 

will introduce an option that is absolutely superior to those of current competitor.

In addition to the blockchain technology, the Phenomenal Network will also involve the 

integration of latest advancement in artificial intelligence (AI), which will help in the iden-

tification of fake and non-human activity.  Thus, with the implementation of this novel 

technology, affiliate networks will be able to deal with the issue of fake traffic. Additionally, 

the superb ecosystem of the Phenomenal Network will also enable the affiliate industry 

to enjoy the best real-time updates based on sharding blockchain. With this functionality, 

it will be easies and quite simple to detect fraudsters and instantly banned them from the 

affiliate market. Furthermore, this technology will help network and affiliates get paid faster,
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and on time, instead of waiting for so long for slow updates and traffic check re-

port. With our blockchain technology, affiliates will be able to have a perfect-real-time 

report, a faster job. True and honest affiliates will get paid on time, while fraud-

ster and cheaters will missed on the future growth expected in the Affiliate industry.                                       

In summary, Phenomenal Network Ecosystem (PNE) aims to encourage affiliate-related 

startups in blockchain field to develop their business since affiliate community has not 

really been involved much in this very promising market. It will be even stronger if we 

release our testnet and mainnet, where all blockchain developers can do their own tokens.   

4. The Blockchain solution to Affiliate Marketing

The Phenomenal Network proposition implements recent advances in blockchain technolo-

gy to Affiliate Marketing with the primary objective of eliminating fraud, enhancing scalabil-

ity of the market and establishing a direct connection between publishers and merchants. 

By using the innovative sharding-base blockchain ecosystem, this technology will take 

advantage of the huge numbers of subcontracts that can be generated via the blockchain’s 

smart contracts. By offering a fast and almost free transaction process that is powered 

by “proof of stake” (POS), the Phenomenal Network will ultimately stand out as the most 

suitable digital currency for all affiliate-related payment.  The network will ensure individ-

ual tracking of every click by linking a subcontract to every single individual click on the 

referral link on a Publisher website, thereby eliminate cheating and fraud. Currently, affiliate 

networks are solely responsible for storing all leads/sales information with both marketers 

and publishers lacking any leverage to overturn the balance. This makes transparency a very 

notable issue in today’s affiliate market, as marketers and publishers lack the means to val-

idate or audit traffic/sales that have been achieved so far. But all these will change with the 

implementation of the Phenomenal Network. It will be quite impossible to manipulate the 

referral link information that will be provided by Phenomenal Network, as both publisher 

and merchant can always access such information through the blockchain ledger. Conse-

quently, any form of fraud is absolutely impossible. Additionally, the Phenomenal Network 

will generate huge data on sales, traffic and conversion data, which will ultimately provide a 

useful statistic on Publishers and Merchants.
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5. Phenomenal Network Ecosystem

Phenomenal Network has come up with an ecosystem where all the niches gather to-

gether to strengthen the affiliate’s community. First time in decades, traffic cheaters will be 

strictly prevented from joining CPI and CPA affiliate networks and especially it helps affili-

ate marketers and networkers to get payment faster than ever.  Phenomenal Network team 

will be releasing its own affiliate forum where all the networkers and affiliates are gathered 

for discussion and partnerships.

One of the key targets of the phenomenal network is about to create the best Affiliate 

Marketing Tracking Software Platforms existing for affiliate networkers. Traditional tracking 

software platforms only offer a partially real-time reporting service for networkers with 

a friendly and easy-to-use interface; their weakness is not creating a platform including 

detecting fraudulent traffic. With blockchain-powered technology and optimization tools, 

Phenomenal has believed to surpass all the current competitors.     

Phenomenal Network Ecosystem (PNE) aims to encourage affiliate-related startups in 

blockchain field to develope their business since affiliate community has not really been in-

volved much in this very promising market. It will be even more stronger if we release our 

testnet and mainnet, where all blockchain developers can do their own tokens.

Phenomenal 
Network

ICO FundraisingPN Lab

Start Up
PN Affiliate
Discussion Forum

Ecosystem

Fraudulent Trafffic
Motivation

Money

Affiliates 
(instant)

Ad Network

Advertisers

Figure 3. Phenomenal Network Ecosystem
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6. Characteristics of Phenomenal Network

Most times, publishers are required to make some small payment in order to include their 

click to the network. However, reputation is calculated on the basis of performance, which 

makes it necessary for the publishers to avoid any form of cookie spamming. Nevertheless, 

there is still need for the network to guard against cheatings and frauds such as competi-

tive click-farms and botnets. Our Phenomenal Network ecosystem is specially designed to 

overcome these challenges. The specific features of our system are discussed below.

 Filtration of Spam

The architecture of our proposed system is designed to identify fake click in the system. 

This functionality is integrated into both the client and block validation layer. At the client 

level, the system will scrutinize those features that are responsible for sharing and subse-

quent identification of the major source of traffic to the system. This application will serve 

the initial defense against clicks that originate from bad actors. In order to achieve this 

important objective, the system will make use of probabilistic data structures on mobile 

functionalities such as hyperlog and bloom filters. This will be used over windows of traf-

fic with decay.Filtration of spam at the block validation layer is primarily involved with the 

application of various simple click-spasm filtering techniques that are fully integrated into 

the ecosystem. 

 Elimination of Click-Fraud

After launching our ecosystem, the network’s features will be expanded to include delivery 

of real-time data as well as functional features for the detection and subsequent prevention 

of click-fraud. Based on the principle of Machine learning, this data feed will be used to 

develop models for the detection and subsequent classification of click-fraud. As time goes 

on, these algorithms are expected to become self-learning. One key feature of proposed 

Phenomenal Network is the integration of Machine Learning Algorithms into a self-regulat-

ing blockchain based distributed network.

 Confirming the accuracy of Merchant’s sales

The Phenomenal Network is also designed to enable confirmation of the accuracy of mer-

chant’s sales. This feature is essential for achieving the system’s ultimate objective, which is 
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the elimination of fraud. Specifically, the system will just review the merchants’ sale ap-

proval and then ensure nobody is being cheated. In order to make this more feasible and 

reliable, a certain amount of token will be mapped out for confirming the merchant’s sales. 

This can be achieved by rewarding customers that reported actual sales.

 Reduce Surface Attacks

The network is also designed to reduce surface attacks. Every account used in the transac-

tion in our blockchain ecosystem will always be linked to specific domains. This function-

ality will be leveraged to ensure authentication of events during request and delivery of ads. 

Through this way, the issue of surface attack can be reduced.

7. Technological implementation

7.1. Fast payment Phenomenal Network-based Route

Phenomenal Network Tracking Software Platform (PNTSP) has many outstanding features 

in comparison with other existing platforms. Current ones have faced much trouble to detect 

fraudulent traffic since they focus a lot on the real-time reporting service and interface, but 

they mistakenly forget the problem of the data analysis. PN devs team has built a powerful 

tool named Anti-fraudulent traffic alert (AFTA) in which all the necessary hidden data will 

be shown in real-time updates, CPI and CPA traffic cheaters can be even aware with their 

cheating behaviors on our PNTSP.

PNTSP is a revolutionary blockchain-powered platform where we both fire real-time report-

ing service as well as with traffic analysis. Anti-fraudulent traffic alert (AFTA) is definitely 

a must for very advertisers and networks; it will be gradually filtering traffic providers into 

two categories, one for qualified performers, the other will be for cheaters. Moreover, Fast 

payment Phenomenal Network-based Route is easy to understand, it will visibly show a 

very final-real reports for advertisers to decide which traffic providers will be paid (fast and 

on time) or banned for suspicious activities.

Qualified affiliates will also be rewarded by getting payment super faster than they have 

already received. Finally, those who show cheating performance will be banned quickly; 

qualified ones will stay there.
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At the moment, there is not real-time anti-fraudulent traffic alert existing in this field for 

networkers and advertisers to project them from being cheated and scammed by sophis-

ticated cheaters. Cheaters often are found after getting payment, it has made a huge loss 

to both affiliate networks and advertisers, many after re-check the traffic for a few times, 

they would find out unclean traffic.

We, Phenomenal Network create this method to revolutionize the traditional ways that ad-

vertisers and networks have been doing for years. This is the optimization tool for every 

Figure 4. Fast payment Phenomenal Network-based 
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network in our ecosystem will be using. We do a deep analysis simultaneously by compar-

ing with the data saved in our blockchain and click/conversions Ips among networks, 

once we have found, we will deactivate the tracking link to that frauder’s ID, immediately, 

they will be banned and suspended for further decisions. This is can be done within an 

hour, AFTA does not need weeks or months to analyze, and AFTA even helps advertisers 

and networkers to save a big budget for traffic check teams. So the result will be very pos-

itive, and they can comfortably release the payments to quality affiliates, this is eventually 

assisting them to keep their good affiliates along with their business.

Figure 5. Anti-Fraudulent Traffic Alert - AFTA
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8. Phenomenal Network Insights

8.1. Technologies used by Phenomenal Network

8.1.1. Blockchain parameters

Obviously, the blockchain technology has the potential to disrupt the affiliate market. Basi-

cally, blockchain refers to a distributed system responsible for verifying and saving trans-

action records. It is known to achieve this objective in a way that makes it impossible to 

alter the transaction’s content in the digital ledger.  In the blockchain, the ledger serves as 

the storage location for every transaction bock. This transaction block can only be linked to 

another block, after the record of such transactions has been verified by a distributed peer-

to-peer network. With end-to-end encryption, it becomes possible to store, exchange and 

view transaction information without the need to establish any trust among the relevant 

parties. The process relies exclusively on anonymous network of participants, which in turn 

eliminates the need for any form of centralization. The system reliance on anonymous net-

work of participants also helps to get rid of any confidentiality and privacy issues. The term 

blockchain-based smart contracts refers to contract that can be executed, only when some 

specifications and conditions are met.  With such system, there won’t be any need to have 

an intermediary that will confirm the contract conditions. Thus, smart contract enables users 

located across the globe to establish and sustain trusted relationship. 

The exponential growth of digital currency has lead to the emergence of different block-

chain generations. Currently, the Ethereumblockchain-based smart contract is among the 

best and sophisticated system in the world. It will form the basis for Phenomenal Network. 

As a result of this, the Phenomenal Network will be the fastest decentralized peer-to-

peer transaction platform. It will emerge as a block revolution to utilize sharding to achieve 

more than 2million transactions per second without crashing or pausing the blocks. It is 

a specialized block chain built on Ethereum ERC20 set to create a transaction platform for 

other ICO starts-ups that enabled them to have their own chains. Bugs, bots, and manipu-

lations have taken over the affiliate market platforms; this in turns incurs a loss for affiliate 

marketers, publishers, and advertisers. These losses are as a result of fake traffics and the 

activities of the third party. The Phenomenal Network is specifically designed to proffer the 

best possible solutions to these problems.
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8.1.2. Sharding and scalability

The concept of Sharding is quite new in blockchain technology. However, a number of proj-

ects have integrated this concept into their network.  Sharding has emerged as a proven 

technique for attaining speedy transaction. However, despite its initial acceptance, wider im-

plementation of sharding is yet to be accomplished. Increased adoption of the sharding’s 

concepts will require collaboration between crypto developers and the blockchain technol-

ogist.  Even though there is smooth communication among the various nodes that exist 

within the shard, it is still difficult to achieve an inter-shared communication. The Phe-

nomenal Network strives to overcome this challenge by developing a separate protocol. By 

proffering this solution, the Phenomenal Network will exploit the full potential of sharding 

and provide a highly scalable blockchain with increased transaction throughput. 

Indeed, sharding is a technique that is potentially effective in scaling up the blockchain 

network. By adopting sharding technique, we will be able to scale up the Phenomenal Net-

work to very high throughput rates without compromising security. This technique will also 

allow major stakeholders to reach some consensus at all levels. The communication that 

occurs between the various shards will help to boost affiliate functionality. For instance, 

every lead or click contract and its consequent transactions will always be executed on the 

same shard. Apart from ensuring fair distribution of fees, this option will also help to boost 

the ecosystem’s security. 

The implementation of sharding in the blockchain technology will lead to a situation 

whereby, each node houses a section of the blockchain data, rather than the entire infor-

mation. In other words, information is maintained on the shard, but in a shared manner. 

This helps to sustain the concept of decentralization.  However, each node doesn’t load the 

information on the entire blockchain, thus helping in scalability.

POW algorithm is not compatible with sharding. Thus the POS consensus algorithm re-

mains the most suitable options for the Phenomenal Network Ecosystem. This option will 

enable our system to have specific and designated nodes that will be responsible for the 

validation of the transaction process. The specific advantages that can be enjoyed by inte-

grating the POS algorithm to our system include:
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 . Improved scalability since validation of specific transaction can only be conducted 

by designated nodes rather than the whole network.

 . Lower operational costs as there is no need for mining nor the expensive special 

-purpose hardware required for the mining process. 

 . Lower electricity consumption.

 . Easy identification of validators that have high loyalty.

 . The integration of PoS into the Phenomenal Network’s architecture will enable us to 

achieve two important objectives. Firstly, we will have a system that ensures faster process-

ing of all transactions in the affiliate industry. Secondly, the security of our blockchain tech-

nology will be high with no compromise on the quality of available services. The integration 

of sharding into our network will allow automatic detection of stakers in each shard, which 

is essential for the successful accomplishment of our ultimate objective of eliminating fraud 

and cheating in affiliate marketing.

9. POS

Currently, the concept of sharding is commonly used to increase the efficiency of the data-

base. Basically, shard refers to a horizontal segment of a given database. It is imperative to 

note that every shard occupies a separate server from others. This strategy helps to spread 

the load and also enhance the database’s efficiency. 

9.1. Network quality assurance

The term network quality assurance refers to the process through which token holders 

reach consensus on some essential network parameters. Our team of developers has a 

full understanding of the important roles, which all our token holders ought to play in this 

particular case. Thus, a network quality assurance process is integrated into the Phenome-

nal Network blockchain. This will help to ensure efficient directing of the contributions from 

major token holders in our ICO.

9.2. Data feeds for Merchant and Publishers

It has always been necessary to protect the data and information of participants in the 

affiliate market. However, the current system makes it impossible to achieve this objective, 

especially in the public networks. This situation is further compounded by the need to opti-
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mize the affiliate market campaigns, which in most cases requires the provision of relevant 

data to merchants and publishers. In other to achieve this important objective, an innovative 

security system is integrated into the Phenomenal Network. The implementation of this se-

curity system is suitable when the private user-data is highly volatilized and lives encrypt-

ed in the short term memory of the network. Parties can consume feeds that hold only the 

data related to their transactions. As a result of this, both parties will be able to get a fair 

amount of data retention volume, directly correlated to their reputation and traffic generated.

9.3. Application market of Phenomenal Network

Phenomenal Network Tracking Software Platform (PNTSP) is an integrated tool where both 

advertisers and affiliate networkers can utilize to check their affiliate performances.  PNTSP 

will notify advertisers about the traffic quality on their campaigns. It also has a real-time 

function/feature to immediately deactivate the tracking link in which belongs to fraudsters 

in a second after detecting suspicious activities.

All of the cheating activities and behaviors will be recorded in PN blockchain; the data will 

be saved and stored in each node,  once our platform finds out similar points saved, it will 

quickly warn networkers for further traffic check and get proof of promotion from their 

marketers.

10. Phenomenal Network Open Content Platform

10.1. Reputation system of Phenomenal Network

Golden affiliate reward is a reputation program for affiliate marketers who are in Phenom-

enal Community. This is the list of most reliable affiliates who show the best performance 

with their transparency. This is the best and unique way from Phenomenal Network to 

motivate qualified affiliates as well as to create a clean environment for affiliates. Affiliate 

Networks who are in our ecosystem will have a chance to approach these very golden lists 

where they can get very quality traffics for their campaigns.

Anti-Fraudulent Traffic Alert is the blockchain-powered tools and source that manage fraud-

ulent traffic records; all the cheating behaviors will be recorded in Phenomenal Blockchain, 

AFTA will be the biggest revolution in this field, and become the first tool that can alert 

fraudulent traffic in a real-time updates.
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At the moment, every network often does net30 to net60 payment; this is normally for 

un-checked traffic, this may create a very uneasy feeling for qualified affiliates, it may lead 

to rejections from affiliates side. With this program, it will help good affiliates to have their 

desired payment period. Instead of net30 or net60, qualified ones who are new to the net-

work still get super-fast payment if their profiles are transparent and high-rated.                  

Figure 6. Golden Affiliate Reward

10.2. Phenomenal Network Competitors

Though Phenomenal Network is new in this world of blockchain and affiliate marketing, 

we strongly believe that our highly systemized and organized structure of working will 

enable us to take us at par with our competitors like; Everflow.io, LinkTrust, Afftrack, Hit-

path, Impact Radius, Click Inc., Hasoffers, Voluum, CAKE, and Post Affiliate Pro. We strongly 

believe that our program and platform for affiliate marketing is simply unmatchable, thanks 

to its efficiency and secured way of working, and our company will foster with great pace.
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10.3. Phenomenal Network Token Sale

We have an efficient and organized way of fund allocation that is free of hassles and

transactional issues and is easily compatible with the payment and business transactions

terms of all the countries.

The token distribution is as follow; 

10.4. The use of Token Sale Funds
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A half of fund raised will be used for 

developing Phenomena Network and 

its products. One fourth (1/4) will be 

used for marketing and community 

building. The most dedicated to legal, 

event operation, and reserves.
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Figure 7

Token Sale Overview

Total token supply: 

900.000.000 LYM 

Total hard cap: 

90.000 ETH = 650 mln. 

PN Soft cap: 15.000 ETH
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11. Core team

QIAO NI
Co-Founder

 . M.S. Chinese University of Hongkong, Marketing

 . Worked as Community Managers at some top affiliate ad networks

 . SEO analyst at Nanjing Marketing Group

 . Freelance Blockchain Writer

GABRIEL LABOUREYAS
Co-Founder

 . M.S., CS Jame Cook University, B.S. CS Zhejiang University

 . Senior Software Engineer 

 . Founder of Salehub 

 . Publications & patents on distributed database systems

 . Worked as a traffic analyst and adviser

CHAD L. HARRISON
Product Manager

 . M.B.A., University of Texas

 . Lead Architect 

 . Served as PR managers for a network

 . Expert in Marketing Planning & Financial Analyzing

JEFFREY E. BRANHAM
Blockchain engineer

. Served as Digital Data Analyst at Goodby Silverstein & Partners.

. M.S/Ph.D., School of Computing, University of Technology, Sydney.

. B.S., Department of Electronic Engineering, Charles Sturt University.

. Blockchain Advisor On Bitcointalk.

. Blockchain Freelance Writer.
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LI YIN
Head of Development

 . Bachelor of Computer Science, Peking University.

 . Senior Architect in Huawei

 . 6 Years of Project Development Experience

 . Used to Work at Alibaba, Baidu

 . 8 Years of Experience in Marketing

PHILLIPP MEYER
Director of Business and Communications

 . Graduated from Ulm University, with a dual degree in Economics and Commu-

nication

. Director of Innovation Department at STARTPO

. Responsible for the Market Development of PocketWhale

. 5 Years of Experience in Media Industry

ANDREW DUDLEY
Data Scientist

 . Ph.D at The American University

 . AI Expert

 . Multiple Major Inventions

 . Worked at Mu Sigma analytics

FENG CHU
Community Leader

. Bachelor of Information Management, The University Of HongKong

. Marketer for global brands BlueFocus Communication Group
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12. Advisor
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